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1. Introduction
The DMX software and Smart Key are used to configure MOONS’ DMX driver.
This software is only compatible with MOONS’ DMX (4channels) driver.

This manual guides you through the installation of the DMX software, the setup of the required hardware and describes the various application tabs and their functionality.

This manual was written for:
◇ MOONS’ DMX software version 1.4
◇ Smart Key
◇ All MOONS’ I series 4 channels DMX Intelligent driver and DC-DC version 4 channels DMX driver
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2. Installing the DMX Software
2.1 PC System Requirement
Microsoft windows XP, Microsoft windows 7, Microsoft windows 2008.etc
NET Framework version 4.0; (NET Framework is part of your Windows operating system; In the software package, there’s the package of NET Framework 4.0. You also can download
it from the Microsoft official website. )

2.2 Installing the DMX Software
To install the Smart Key PC software, carry out the following steps:
1) Go to https://leddriver.moons.com.cn/SouProduct/UCenter/M_Search/Software_view.aspx?MATNR=DMXSoftware&rnd=7553
2) Download the DMX software and save it to your computer
3) Release the DMX software package
There are 5 files in the package;

If your computer hasn’t installed “Microsoft Framework4.0” or “Windows Installer3.1” before,
Please open the folder “DotNetFX40” and then double click “dotNetFx40_Full_x86_x64” to install the Microsoft Framework4.0;
“CDM v2.12.00WHQL Certified” is the USB driver;
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4) Double click “setup” to install DMX software;
The detailed installing steps can be referenced from following figures and notes.
a) Click “Next”

b) Choose acquiescent installation route, “Everyone” and then click “Next”

c) Click “Next”

d) Click “Close” to finish the software installation
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When completing the software installation, the software icon will appear on the desktop.
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3. Installing the USB Driver
The USB driver should be installed in the computer in order to recognize the serial port number of Smart Key when you connect the Smart Key to your PC’s USB port at first time.
Remarks: The PC needs few seconds to recognize the serial number of Smart Key at first connection.

In this chapter, guide you how to install the USB driver of Smart Key:
Double click “CDM v2.12.00WHQL Certified”
a) Click “Extract”

b) Click “Next”
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c) Choose “I accept this agreement” and click “Next”

d) The following picture shows you have completed to install the serial port driver
successfully and then click “Finish”
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4. Essential Hardware
To work with the DMX software, you need:
1) A PC to run the software
2) Smart Key
3) RJ-45 and USB-to-mini USB cable. Both cables are supplied with the Smart Key
4) MOONS’ DMX driver that you wish to configure

4.1 Smart Key (RJ-45 Version)
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Mini USB connector on the Smart Key

RJ45 connector on the Smart Key

4.2 The Pin definition of RJ-45
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Smartkey (Plug Version)
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5. Hardware Connection
AC-DC version DMX driver
As mentioned in the chapter 1, The DMX software and Smart Key are used to configure MOONS’ DMX driver.
Here guide you how to complete the corresponding hardware connection of MOONS’ DMX Intelligent drivers.
During the configuring process, the driver should be charged (AC Source).
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DC-DC version DMX driver
As mentioned in the chapter 1, The DMX software and Smart Key are used to configure MOONS’ DMX driver.
Here guide you how to complete the corresponding hardware connection of MOONS’ DMX Intelligent drivers.
During the configuring process, the driver should be charged (DC Source).
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6. Smart Key PC Software Function Instruction

Base info settings interface of DMX software
16

Scene settings interface of DMX software
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Base info settings
Default

Initialize configuration

Read

Gain the configuration of the DMX driver

Write

Set the configuration of the DMX driver

Networking Settings
Network Start address

Set the start address of DMX receiving signal, the valid range of start address: 1-512;

Network 8bits or 16bits

Set the dimming precision
This instruction has two options: 8bits or 16bits.
In the 8bits mode, the maximum luminance value is 255. It totally has 255 dimming levels.
In the 16bits mode, the maximum luminance value is 65535. It totally has 65535 dimming levels.

Footprint

Set active the number of channels
The valid range of footprint: 1-4;
E.g. Normally, for the RGB fixture, the footprint may set to be 3, it means this fixture has 3 physical channels. For the RGBW fixture, the
footprint may set to be 4.

Daisy-chain mode

There are 4 modes that Auto-addressing mode, Forwarding mode, Master mode and Manual mode for you select.

①In the Auto-addressing mode, device may receive the necessary data from the Network start address and then gain these data. Finally,
the rest data will be transferred to the next device.
E.g. If the configuration status likes following form shows:
Device

Network Start address

Footprint

Network 8bits or 16bits
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A

3

2
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Handling steps:
Step1: Device A receives the DMX512 dimming signal.
Step2: Ignore slot0, slot1, slot2 data of dimming signal.
Step3: Gain slot 3, slot 4 data of dimming signal and perform dimming. At the same time slot5-slot512 data of dimming signal will be
transferred to next device.

②In the Forwarding mode, device may receive the necessary data from the Network start address and then gain these data. Finally, the
data will be transferred to the next device again.
E.g. If the configuration status likes following form shows:
Device

Network Start address

Footprint

Network 8bits or 16bits

A

3

2
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Handling steps:
Step1: Device A receives the DMX512 dimming signal.
Step2: Ignore slot0, slot1,slot2 data of dimming signal.
Step3: Gain slot3,slot4 data of dimming signal and perform dimming. At the same time slot3-slot512 data of dimming signal will be
transferred to next device.

③In the Master mode, one device can hold 32 slaves and the number of slave can be set through this DMX driver configuration software.
Device may receive the necessary data from the Network start address and gain these data. Then the data will transferred to the slave
device through forwarding mode. The slave device won’t stop to repeat the same action until the final slave device receives the necessary
dimming signal. And then transfer the rest data to the next device.
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Notes: Whatever mode device is, if it connects to the “master mode device”, it will change to be the slave of the “master mode device”
forcibly.
E.g. If the configuration status likes following form shows:
Device

Daisy-chain mode

Footprint

Network 8bits or 16bits

Network start address

A

Master

2

8bits

3

B

Slave

2

8bits

1

C

Slave

2

8bits

1

D

Auto-addressing

2

8bits

3

E

Forwarding

2

8bits

3

Assume: The Network address is set to be 3. The whole device chain will perform like following steps shows.
Handling steps:
Step1: Device A receives the DMX512 dimming signal.
Step2: Ignore slot0,slot1,slot2 data of dimming signal.
Step3: Gain slot3,slot4 data of dimming signal and perform dimming. At the same time slot3-slot512 data of dimming signal will be
transferred to the device B.
Step4: Device B receives the slot3-slot512 data of dimming signal and gain slot3,slot4 data of dimming signal to perform dimming. And
then device B transfers the slot3-slot512 data of dimming signal to device C.
Step5: Device C receives the slot3-slot512 dimming signal and gain slot3,slot4 data of dimming signal to perform dimming. Because
device C is the final slave device, device C transfers the slot5-slot512 data of dimming signal to device D.
Step6: The Daisy-chain mode of device D is Auto-addressing, assume the Network start address is 3, it will gain the slot7, slot8 data of
dimming signal and perform dimming. And then it transfers slot9-slot512 data of dimming signal to device E.
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④In the Manual mode, device may receive the necessary data from the Network start address and then gain these data. Finally, the
original data will be transferred to the next device.
E.g. If the configuration status likes following form shows:
Device

Network Start address

Footprint

Network 8bits or 16bits

A

3

2

8

Handling steps:
Step1: Device A receives the DMX512 dimming signal.
Step2: Ignore slot0, slot1, slot2 data of dimming signal.
Step3: Gain slot 3, slot 4 data of dimming signal and perform dimming. At the same time slot1-slot512 data of dimming signal will be
transferred to next device.
Daisy-chain mode 2: slave count

Set the number of slave, the maximum value is 32

Group R channel mapping

This parameter allows you to map group R to another channel. Group R is mapped to channel 0 by default, but this parameter lets you map
it to channel 1, 2 or 3.

Group G channel mapping

This parameter allows you to map group G to another channel. Group G is mapped to channel 1 by default, but this parameter lets you map
it to channel 0, 2 or 3.

Group B channel mapping

This parameter allows you to map group B to another channel. Group B is mapped to channel 2 by default, but this parameter lets you map
it to channel 0, 1 or 3.

Group W channel mapping

This parameter allows you to map group W to another channel. Group W is mapped to channel 3 by default, but this parameter lets you
map it to channel 0, 1 or 2.

Driver Settings
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Current setting output1
Current setting output2

Set the output current value, the minimum value is 200 mA, the maximum value can be gained from the automatic recognition function.

Current setting output3
Current setting output4

Other Settings
Thermal throttling temperature

Let you set the temperature at which you want the driver to start throttling the LEDs in order to bring the temperature down. When the
temperature exceeds the limit set with this parameter, the light output will be gracefully decreased by 50%.

PRESCALE_R channel for default show 0-5
PRESCALE_G channel for default show 0-5

Set the pantograph ratio of channel R/G/B/W’s output current in the show mode.

PRESCALE_B channel for default show 0-5

Set the pantograph ratio of all channels output current in the show mode.

PRESCALE_W channel for default show 0-5

Remarks: these function are just available in show0~show5. And also, it hasn’t the influence on the DMX dimming.

PRESCALE_RGBW channel for default show 0-5

Control Settings
Show index

Show 0: the output of the R/G/B/W channels is 0
Show 1: the output of the R/G/B/W channel is 255(in 8 bits mode) or 65535(in 16bits mode)
Show 2: the output of R is 255(in 8 bits mode) or 65535(in 16bits mode) and the output of the G/B/W channel is 0;
Show 3: the output of G is 255(in 8 bits mode) or 65535(in 16bits mode) and the output of the R/B/W channel is 0;
Show 4: the output of B is 255(in 8 bits mode) or 65535(in 16bits mode) and the output of the R/G/W channel is 0;
Show 5: the output of W is 255(in 8 bits mode) or 65535(in 16bits mode) and the output of the R/G/B channel is 0;
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Show 6: it is a dynamic show sequence in which the colors red, green and blue gradually fade into another;

The fade time is 2s, the wait time is 0s;
Show 7: it is a dynamic show sequence in which the colors red, green, blue and white gradually fade into another;

The fade time is 2s, the wait time is 0s;
Show 8: it is a dynamic show sequence in which the colors red, green and blue gradually fade into another; The channel W keeps the
maximum output.
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The fade time is 0s, the wait time is 2s;
Show 9: User can create corresponding show according to the user’s requirement.
Remarks: It’s necessary for user to complete the configuration of show 9 before choose it.
Input time-out to show

User can set the time to run the corresponding time when the driver loses the DMX dimming signal.
The valid range: 1-15; The unit is 1.25s; For example if the value is set to be 3, when the driver loses the DMX dimming signal, after
3*1.25s=3.75s the driver will run the show automatically.

Show running or stopped

Driver may perform whether to ignore the DMX dimming signal or not through this function.
If set “running”, the driver may ignore the DMX dimming signal, the driver may run the corresponding show that has been set previously.
If set “stopped”, the driver may not ignore the DMX dimming signal, the driver may run the corresponding show that has been set
previously, if there’s no DMX dimming signal. When it receives the DMX dimming signal, it will perform the dimming according to the
corresponding DMX dimming signal.

Fade time scale

User can set the pantograph ratio of the fade time, reference table:
Fade time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pantograph ratio

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Fade time

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Pantograph ratio

1/1

1/2

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

1/7

1/8

1/9

1/10
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For example: In some shows, the fade time is set to be 5s, fade time scale is set to be 10, the actual fade time will be 50s.
Wait time scale

User can set the pantograph ratio of the wait time, comparison table:
Wait time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pantograph ratio

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Wait time

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Pantograph ratio

1/1

1/2

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

1/7

1/8

1/9

1/10

For example: In some shows, the wait time is set to be 5s, wait time scale is set to be 10, the actual wait time will be 50s.
Master dimmer value

Set the pantograph ratio of all channels.

Dimming curve

User can set the dimming curve: Gamma dimming curve or linear dimming curve.

Group R scaling

Set the pantograph ratio of channel R/G/B/W’s output pantograph ratio in the show mode and DMX dimming.

Group G scaling

The pantograph ratio=Group “X” scaling/0xFF

Group B scaling

For example: the value of Group R scaling is 127;

Group W scaling

The pantograph ratio =Group G scaling/0xFF=127/255*100%=50%; The output of channel R will be reduced to be 50% output.

Min VBus Voltage

This function is only available on MU050I105DQI5 and MU050I105DQI51.
The valid range is 30-60. If for these driver, 4 loads(voltage) are different, for example X, X+10, X-5, X+2;
You need calculate firstly. Choose the number of the highest voltage-------X+10, then plus 11V and then input the value=X+10+11
If X+10+11≤30V, please input 30 directly.
If X+10+11＞30V, please input the value(X+10+11) directly.
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Scene Settings
Channels

This function is for demonstration.
When completing the corresponding hardware connection, user can dimming the LED through this function.

This DMX software can support two DMX (4 channels) drivers.
User can dimming the each channel of the LED through this function.

Custom scene

Users can design the scene by themselves according their special requirements.
To create the customized, carry out the following steps:
1) Right click in the show library and then choose “Create a new show” ;

2) Input the show name and then click “Create”

3) Right click in the custom scene and then “choose add a show”
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4) Set the configuration of each scene, user can create the special color and set the fade time, wait time value.
You can input the configuration value through the keyboard or channel sliders.

5) Right click in the custom scene and choose simulate show. You can see the dimming effect, if your DMX is charged and connects to
the LEDs.
6) If you are satisfied with the show, you can save it. If not, you also can modify it again until you are satisfied with the show.
7) When you save the show, you can choose which show you want the driver perform in the control settings.

Remarks: control settings is in the “Base info settings”
Channel sliders

User can modify the configuration of show through the keyboard or channel sliders.
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